Woodlands
2016

CABERNET SAUVIGNON –
MERLOT
Margaret River - Australia

Stats

About

Grapes: 46% Cabernet Sauvignon -

In many ways this is the wine that defines Woodlands best, despite not being entirely estate

41% Merlot - 11% Malbec - 1.5% Petit

fruit. Now labelled ‘Wilyabrup Valley’, the perfect marriage of the classic Bordeaux varieties

Verdot - 0.5% Cabernet Franc

echoes the near-perfect growing conditions of the vintage and sites. The power and

Vineyard: Woodlands Brook Vineyard

opulence of Wilyabrup in comparison to the rest of Margaret River in many ways can be

(55%) - Bantry Bay Vineyard (45%)

cpompared to Pauillac in regard to the rest of the left bank. The demand for this wine has

Vine Age: 16-years-old (Woodlands

outstripped the supply and in mid-2015 the Watsons embarked on a search for a site and a

Brook) - 10-22-years-old (Bantry Bay

grower they felt would meld perfectly with their ethos and style. Thus the Bantry Bay

Vineyard)

Vineyard was added to supplement the organically grown Woodlands Brook fruit. 2016 was

Soil Type: Primarily gravelly, clay
loam atop a bed of white clay
Viticulture: Practicing Organic
(Woodlands Brook Vineyard) Sustainable (Bantry Bay Vineyard) –

a stellar vintage, and certainly one that will reward extended cellaring. Winter rainfall was
lower than average, October was warm and dry, and flowering was short. A heavy deluge of
rain in mid January was appreciated, and dry mild conditions continued through an
extended ripening period.

dry-farmed

The fruit was hand-harvested and fermented in large stainless-steel tanks with ambient

Fermentation: Native – stainless-steel

yeast. The varieties were kept separate from harvest to blending. Gentle pumpovers were

Skin Contact: 18-24 days

employed for velvety textural extraction and yet extended skin contact still brought plenty

Aging: 14 months in 2-5-year-old

of ripe and firm tannins to the final wine. After a nearly a month on skins the wine was

French barrique

pressed to French barriques and lightly sulfured.

Total Production: 5,000 cases

Tasting Note

Reviews

Vibrant garnet. The nose opens to display bright textbook characteristics of black currant,

The Wine Front | 93 points

combined with subtle lifted aromatics of strawberries and the floral scent of rose. Deeper
layers emerge bringing black tea, anise seed, maple and cocoa to the forefront. At the heart
of the nose lies the beauty of fresh clay, capturing the essence of the earth itself. The palate
has the zing of raspberry and some spiciness of black pepper and gentle oak. This is a
youthful and lively wine, balanced with fine tannins to create an excellent structure and a
savor finish. This wine will age gracefully for at least a decade.
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